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Blue Ribbon Panel on Clinical Preparation and Partnerships for Improved Student Learning

- Co-chaired by Zimpher/Jones
- Partnerships between higher ed and P-12 for clinically-based preparation of teachers
- Five major recommendations
- To fully accomplish, will require change in state/higher ed policies
- 8 States in Alliance for Clinical Teacher Preparation
Developmental Sciences Initiative

- National Expert Panel – Comer/Pianta

- What candidates receive now varies widely

- Goal: Better application of developmental sciences knowledge throughout programs

- Why: Research indicates application of developmental sciences knowledge can play a significant role in student learning
CAEP

- Standards
- Performance Measures
- Reporting Systems
- Accreditation Process
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The Transformation Initiative Option
Focus of the Transformation Initiative

- Engagement in an initiative for
  - self-improvement and contribution to the improvement
  - reform of the profession, including learning in P-12 schools
  - contributing to research & development on educator preparation
Committee on Transformation Initiatives

- Will review TI proposals & provide feedback to institutions
- Will review annual & final reports of TIs
- Will meet for the 1st time in spring 2011
Institutions Selecting TI Option

- 6 BOR Institutions in TN
  - Austin Peay State University
  - East TN State University
  - Middle TN State University
  - TN State University
  - TN Tech University
  - The University of Memphis
- 3 Institutions & School District in Springfield, MO
  - Drury University
  - Evangel University
  - Missouri State University
- 2 Institutions in CO
  - The University of CO at Boulder
  - The University of CO at Denver
- CSU Monterey Beach
- Florida State University
- The Ohio State University
- Teachers College Columbia University
- The University of OK
- University of AL at Birmingham
- University of AR at Little Rock
- University of Cincinnati
- University of San Diego
- University of South Dakota
- Winona State University
Policy Updates
Fall 2010 UAB Actions

- Policy on reviewing multiple campuses as a single unit
  - Policy available for comment

- Clarification of the deferral of decisions to next UAB meeting
  - To occur only when the BOE team has recommended that all standards are met & the UAB changes one or more to unmet
F10 UAB Actions (cont.)

- Staff to develop plan for conducting an electronic survey of candidates, recent completers, & school-based faculty before the onsite visit

- Staff to revise process for monitoring institutional data on an annual basis to include Title II data and other national/state data sources
and more....

- Revision of conflict of interest to include board members, including the BOE, having a financial interest in a for-profit institution under review
Accreditation Decisions
How did institutions* fare in 2010 accreditation decisions?

*84 Institutions were reviewed by the Unit Accreditation Board in 2010.
How are institutions doing at removing conditions/provisions?

- Documentation: 65%
- Focused Visit: 85%
- ITP: 70%
- ADV: 50%
- Revocation: 10%
Percent of Institutions Not Meeting Standards